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Class Plaintiffs hereby reply to Defendant Apple Inc.’s Response to Class Plaintiffs’
Statement of Undisputed Facts (“Apple’s SUF Resp.”). Except to the extent that Apple has
specifically controverted facts and stated the specific grounds of its objections, with citations to
admissible evidence, Apple’s responses are insufficiently pleaded and do not raise a genuine
dispute of material fact. See, e.g., Whitehurst v. 230 Fifth, Inc., No. 11-cv-767, 2014 WL
684826, at *9 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 21, 2014) (non-movant “effectively admitted the fact at issue”
where it “den[ied] a statement without a citation to any evidence at all”); Ezagui v. City of New
York, 726 F. Supp. 2d 275, 285 (S.D.N.Y. 2010) (“[A]ny of the Plaintiff's Rule 56.1 Statements
that Defendants do not specifically deny – with citations to supporting evidence – are deemed
admitted for purposes of Plaintiff's summary judgment motion.”); F.T.C. v. Med. Billers
Network, Inc., 543 F. Supp. 2d 283, 303 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (even for a pro se litigant, “conclusory
statements that facts listed in [a] Rule 56.1 Statement are ‘incorrect,’ ‘vague,’ ‘incomplete,’ or
‘disputed’ are not sufficient to put any fact in dispute when [non-movant] does not adequately
put into dispute the . . . underlying evidence”). Apple purports to “incorporate[] the evidence
Apple presented at trial by reference in further response,” Apple’s SUF Resp. at 2, but the Court
need not “consider an objection that is entirely lacking in particularity and directed to the entirety
of the record before it.” Halebian v. Berv, 869 F. Supp. 2d 420, 443 n.24 (S.D.N.Y. 2012), aff’d,
No. 12-3360, 2013 WL 5977962 (2d Cir. Nov. 12, 2013).
Additionally, Apple’s repeated description of estopped findings as “evidentiary fact[s]” is
irrelevant. The Second Circuit “has long recognized the preclusive effect of prior factual
findings.” In re Dobbs, 227 F. App’x 63, 64 (2d Cir. 2007) (unpublished); see also, e.g., Winters
v. Lavine, 574 F.2d 46, 57 n.12 (2d Cir. 1978) (estoppel appropriate as to evidentiary facts where
all suits were filed before the first suit was resolved, because there is no issue of “the utter
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unforeseeability of the use, as evidentiary fact, to which findings from the earlier suit might be
put in some unforeseeable future litigation”); Restatement (Second) of Judgments § 27 cmt. J
(rejecting distinction between “evidentiary” and “ultimate” facts).
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Undisputed Facts
“E-books are books that are sold to consumers in electronic
form.”
Evidentiary fact not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will stipulate to
the fact.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
“Trade [e-books] consist of general interest fiction and nonfiction [e-books]. They are to be distinguished from ‘nontrade’ books such as academic textbooks, reference materials,
and other texts.”
Evidentiary facts not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will
stipulate to the facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
“[T]he relevant market” is the market for “trade e-books in
the United States.”
Admitted

Source
Citation
Order at 6481

Order at 648 n.4

Order at 694
n.60

No dispute.
Macmillan, Penguin, Hachette, HarperCollins, and Simon &
Schuster (the “Publisher Defendants”) “publish both e-books
and print books. The five Publisher Defendants and Random
House represent the six largest publishers of ‘trade’ books in
the United States.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment, and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will
stipulate to the facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.

1

Order at 648

All asterisks designate findings found in United States v. Apple Inc., 952 F. Supp. 2d 638
(S.D.N.Y. 2013) (hereinafter referred to as the “Order”), and suitable for collateral estoppel as
discussed in Class Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment. All page references to the Order
have been updated to reflect Federal Supplement pagination.
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Undisputed Facts
“The Publisher Defendants sold over 48% of all e-books in
the United States in the first quarter of 2010.”
Evidentiary fact not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted fact is also
not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions. The
collective size of the conspiring group was critical to the
Defendants’ ability to force Amazon to move to agency and
to individual Publisher Defendants’ willingness to join the
conspiracy. See ¶¶ 30-31; see also, e.g., Order at 651
(“[W]ithout a critical mass behind us Amazon won’t
‘negotiate’. . . .”); id. at 692 (“A chief stumbling block to
raising e-book prices was the Publishers’ fear that Amazon
would retaliate against any Publisher who pressured it to raise
prices. Each of them could also expect to lose substantial
sales if they unilaterally raised the prices of their own e-books
and none of their competitors followed suit. This is where
Apple’s participation in the conspiracy proved essential. It
assured each Publisher Defendant that it would only move
forward if a critical mass of the major publishing houses
agreed to its agency terms.”)
“Defendant Apple engages in a number of businesses, but as
relevant here it sells the iPad tablet device and distributes ebooks through its iBookstore.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will
stipulate to the facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
“Amazon’s Kindle was the first e-reader to gain widespread
commercial acceptance. When the Kindle was launched in
2007, Amazon quickly became the market leader in the sale
of e-books and e-book readers. Through 2009, Amazon
dominated the e-book retail market, selling nearly 90% of all
e-books.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will
stipulate to the facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
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Order at 648

Order at 648

Order at 648649
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Undisputed Facts
In July 2009, Barnes & Noble began selling e-books; in
November 2009, it introduced the Nook, an e-reader device
like the Kindle.

9.

Apple’s
Response

Vague and ambiguous as to the date in November. Barnes &
Noble began shipping the Nook on November 30, 2009.

Plaintiffs’
Reply

Inclusion of the November 30, 2009 date alone is misleading
because that is the date Barnes & Noble began shipping the
Nook; it began accepting preorders prior to that date. See,
e.g., Barnes & Noble Nook e-reader leaks a bit early: $259,
pre-orders are live, engadget.com, Oct. 20, 2009, available at
http://www.engadget.com/2009/10/20/barnes-and-nobleofficially-launches-nook-e-reader-259-pre-orde/. Moreover,
Apple does not controvert the statement with specific facts.
“[C]onclusory statements that facts listed in [a] Rule 56.1
Statement are ‘incorrect,’ ‘vague,’ ‘incomplete,’ or ‘disputed’
are not sufficient to put any fact in dispute . . . .” Med. Billers
Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303.
“Prior to April 2010, the Publisher[] [Defendants] distributed
print and [electronic] books through a wholesale pricing
model, in which a content provider sets a list price (also
known as a suggested retail price) and then sells books and ebooks to a retailer – such as Amazon – for a wholesale price,
which is often a percentage of the list price. The retailer then
offers the book and e-book to consumers at whatever price it
chooses.”
Evidentiary finding not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will

*

Apple’s
Response
2

Source
Citation
Order at 649
n.6; Ex. 172, ¶
19 (Orszag
Report)
Barnes &
Noble’s Nook ereader ships
today amid
heavy demand,
Examiner.com,
Nov. 30, 2009,
available at
http://www.exa
miner.com/articl
e/barnes-nobles-nook-ereader-shipstoday-amidheavy-demand
(accessed Feb.
21, 2014).

Order at 649

All “Ex. __” references herein are to the January 31, 2014 Declaration of Steve W. Berman
in Support of Class Plaintiffs’ Motion for Summary Judgment and Statement of Undisputed
Facts, unless otherwise noted.
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Source
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stipulate to the facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
“Amazon utilized a discount pricing strategy through which it Order at 649
charged $9.99 for certain New Release and bestselling ebooks. Amazon was staunchly committed to its $9.99 price
point and believed it would have long-term benefits for its
consumers. In order to compete with Amazon, other e-book
retailers also adopted a $9.99 or lower retail price for many ebook titles.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions. Because the
“entire [conspiracy] was shaped by the Publisher[]
[Defendants’] desire to raise the price of e-books being sold
through Amazon” (Order at 670), the basics of Amazon’s
practices are necessary to an understanding of the conspiracy.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
In re Publ’n Paper Antitrust Litig., 690 F.3d 51, 63 (2d Cir.
2012), cert. denied, 133 S.Ct. 940 (2013)), and is therefore a
necessary finding.
“The Publisher[] [Defendants] were unhappy with Amazon’s Order at 649-50
$9.99 price point and feared that it would have a number of
pernicious effects on their profits. . . . The Publisher[]
[Defendants] also feared Amazon’s growing power in the
book distribution business. . . . As a result, the Publisher
Defendants determined that they needed to force Amazon to
abandon its discount pricing model.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions. Because the
“entire [conspiracy] was shaped by the Publisher[]
[Defendants’] desire to raise the price of e-books being sold
through Amazon” (Order at 670), Publisher Defendants’
reaction to Amazon’s practices is necessary to an
understanding of the conspiracy. Moreover, the plausibility
and “economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the
applicable legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at
63), and is therefore a necessary finding.
“[The entire conspiracy] was shaped by the Publisher[]
Order at 670
[Defendants’] desire to raise the price of e-books being sold
through Amazon.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
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Source
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facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the
conspiracy was a price-fixing conspiracy. The plausibility
and “economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the
applicable legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at
63), and is therefore a necessary finding.
Order at 649
The Publisher Defendants “were concerned that, should
Amazon continue to dominate the sale of e-books to
consumers, it would start to demand even lower wholesale
prices for e-books. . . .”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the goal
of the conspiracy was price-fixing. The plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“Beginning in at least early 2009, the Publisher Defendants
Order at 650
began testing different ways to address what Macmillan
termed ‘book devaluation to 9.99,’ and to confront what
[Simon & Schuster’s Carolyn] Reidy described as the ‘basic
problem: how to get Amazon to change its pricing’ and move
off its $9.99 price point. They frequently coordinated their
efforts to increase the pressure on Amazon and decrease the
likelihood that Amazon would retaliate -- an outcome each
Publisher Defendant feared if it acted alone.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. The plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper, 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“The Publisher Defendants did not believe . . . that any one of Order at 650
them acting alone could convince Amazon to change its
pricing policy.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that a
conspiracy existed. The plausibility and “economic sense” of
a conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see,
e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a
necessary finding.
“In 2009, Apple was close to unveiling the iPad. . . . [Apple
employees] began studying the e-book industry.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy.
“At [Apple’s] very first meetings [with the Publisher
Defendants] in mid-December 2009, the Publisher[]
[Defendants] conveyed to Apple their abhorrence of
Amazon’s pricing, and Apple assured the Publisher[]
[Defendants] it was willing to work with them to raise those
prices, suggesting prices such as $12.99 and $14.99.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. See, e.g., Order at 704 (“Any
finding that this was not a casual comment but a component
of Apple’s considered strategy confirms that Apple intended
from the very beginning to assist the Publishers to shift the
price of e-books upward.”).
“From its very first meetings with the Publisher[]
[Defendants], Apple appealed to their desire to raise prices
and offered them a vision of how they could reach that
objective.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing.
“Apple and the Publisher Defendants shared one overarching
interest -- that there be no price competition at the retail level.
Apple did not want to compete with Amazon (or any other ebook retailer) on price; and the Publisher Defendants wanted
to end Amazon’s $9.99 pricing and increase significantly the
prevailing price point for e-books.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
-7-
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Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. The plausibility and “economic
sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable legal
standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is
therefore a necessary finding.
“Apple played a central role in facilitating and executing [the] Order at 647
conspiracy. Without Apple’s orchestration of this conspiracy,
it would not have succeeded as it did in the Spring of 2010.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that Apple
participated in the conspiracy.
Apple “provided the Publisher Defendants with the vision, the Order at 648
format, the timetable, and the coordination that they needed to
raise e-book prices. Apple decided to offer the Publisher
Defendants the opportunity to move from a wholesale model - where a publisher receives its designated wholesale price for
each e-book and the retailer sets the retail price -- to an
agency model, where a publisher sets the retail price and the
retailer sells the e-book as its agent.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Apple stipulates that it offered to all publishers a written
agreement offering to sell e-books as a publisher agent, where
the publisher would set the price, subject to price caps and an
MFN.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that Apple
participated in the conspiracy. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“The agency agreements that Apple and the Publisher
Order at 648
Defendants executed on the eve of the [iPad] Launch divided
New Release e-books among price tiers. The top of each tier,
or cap, was essentially the new price for New Release ebooks. The caps included $12.99 and $14.99 for many books
then being sold at $9.99 by Amazon.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that the goal
of the conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding
of how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“[The agreements] carved out NYT Bestsellers for special
treatment. When a NYT Bestseller was listed [in hardcover]
for $30 or less, the iTunes price would be capped at $12.99;
when it was listed above $30 and up to $35, the iTunes price
would be no greater than $14.99.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Apple will stipulate to these facts.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
“Apple well understood that the negotiations over the price
‘caps’ were actually negotiations over ultimate e-book
prices.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“The . . . pricing tiers were incorporated into Apple’s final
Agreements and were identical for each Publisher Defendant.
Through Apple’s adoption of price caps in Agreements, it
took on the role of setting the prices for the Publisher
Defendants’ e-books and eventually for much of the e-book
industry. . . . [T]he Publisher Defendants largely moved the
prices of their e-books to the caps, raising them consistently
higher than they had been albeit below the pries that they
would have preferred.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Undisputed Facts

Source
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Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“To ensure that the iBookstore would be competitive at higher Order at 659
prices, Apple concluded that it needed to eliminate all retail
price competition. Thus, the final component of its agency
model required the Publisher[] [Defendants] to move all of
their e-tailers to agency.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
This requirement “eliminated any risk that Apple would ever Order at 662-63
have to compete on price when selling e-books, while as a
practical matter forcing the Publisher[] [Defendants] to adopt
the agency model across the board.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“By January 26, [2010], Apple had executed” agency
Order at 670
agreements with the five Defendant Publishers.
Evidentiary fact not necessary for the Judgment, and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Apple will stipulate to
the fact.
Finding suitable for collateral estoppel; however, dispute is
moot because Apple stipulates to the facts.
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*

Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

“Thus, in less than two months, Apple had signed agency
Order at 677-78
contracts with [the five Publisher Defendants] and those
Publisher Defendants had agreed with each other and Apple
to solve the ‘Amazon issue’ and eliminate retail price
competition for e-books. The Publisher Defendants would
move as one, first to force Amazon to relinquish control of
pricing, and then, when the iBookstore went live, to raise the
retail prices for e-book versions of New Releases and NYT
Bestsellers to the caps set by Apple.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
The Publisher Defendants “put Amazon on notice that they
Order at 673
were joining forces with Apple and would be altering their
relationship with Amazon in order to take control of the retail
price of e-books. It was clear to Amazon that it was facing a
united front.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the
conspiracy existed. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“As [an Amazon executive] testified, ‘[i]f it had been only
Order at 680
Macmillan demanding agency, we would not have negotiated
an agency contract with them. But having heard the same
demand for agency terms coming from all the publishers in
such close proximity . . . we really had no choice but to
negotiate the best agency contracts we could with these five
publishers.’ Unless it moved to an agency distribution model
for e-books, Amazon customers would cease to have access to
many of the most popular e-books, which would hurt Kindle
customers and the attractiveness of the Kindle.”
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Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that a
conspiracy existed. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“Apple . . . encouraged the Publisher Defendants to present
Order at 702
Amazon with a blanket threat of windowing for a seven
month period . . . . [I]t was that threat, delivered
simultaneously by [the Publisher Defendants] that left
[Amazon] with no alternative but to sign agency agreements
with each of them.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the
conspiracy existed and that Apple participated in the
conspiracy. Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
Order at 682
“Apple closely monitored the progress of the Publisher
Defendants in their negotiations with Amazon. The Publisher
Defendants told Apple when their agency agreements with
Amazon had been signed, and Apple watched as they swiftly
moved their prices for New Release e-books on Amazon to
the top of Apple’s tiers.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that Apple participated in the
conspiracy. Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
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Source
Citation

“Through their conspiracy, [Apple and the Publisher
Order at 709
Defendants] forced Amazon (and other resellers) to relinquish
retail pricing authority and then they raised retail e-book
prices. Those higher prices were not the result of regular
market forces but of a scheme in which Apple was a full
participant.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. See Order at 144 (citing “the
fact that the conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the
conspiracy existed). Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“Without the collective action that Apple nurtured, it is
Order at 693
unlikely any individual Publisher would have succeeded in
unilaterally imposing an agency relationship on Amazon.
Working together, and equipped with Apple’s agency
Agreements, Apple and the Publisher Defendants moved the
largest publishers of trade e-books and their distributors from
a wholesale to agency model, eliminated retail price
competition, and raised e-book prices.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and that the goal of the
conspiracy was price-fixing. Without an understanding of
how the conspiracy worked, the Court could not have
concluded that it existed. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“[T]he conspiracy succeeded. It not only succeeded, it did so
Order at 703
in record-setting time and at the precise moment that Apple
entered the e-book market.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the
conspiracy existed, that Apple participated in the conspiracy,
and that the goal of the conspiracy was price-fixing. See
Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the conspiracy succeeded”
as evidence that the conspiracy existed).
Three of the Publisher Defendants (Hachette, HarperCollins,
and Macmillan) began selling e-books exclusively on the
agency model between April 1 and April 3, 2010.
Undisputed. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is improper
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d), because Apple has not
had an opportunity to depose Dr. Noll regarding the new
opinions contained in that report. See Dkt. 502.
No dispute as to the fact. Class Plaintiffs note that reliance on
the Noll Reply Report is proper because Apple had an
opportunity to reply to any opinions that it could not have
anticipated.
Between April 1 and April 3, 2010, Simon & Schuster began
selling e-books exclusively through the agency model at all of
its resellers except Sony. With only two exceptions, Simon &
Schuster did not sell any e-books through Sony between April
3 and April 18, because it had not yet reached an agency
agreement with Sony. Beginning April 19, 2010, Simon &
Schuster sold e-books at Sony exclusively on the agency
model.
Undisputed. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is improper
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See Apple’s response
to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
No dispute as to the fact. Class Plaintiffs note that reliance on
the Noll Reply Report is proper because Apple had an
opportunity to reply to any opinions that it could not have
anticipated.
Between April 1 and April 3, 2010, Penguin began selling ebooks exclusively through the agency model at all of its
resellers except Amazon. Penguin did not immediately reach
an agency agreement with Amazon at that time. Amazon
continued to sell Penguin e-books released before April 1,
2010 at prices set by Amazon, but Penguin refused to sell it
any e-books released in April or May 2010 until Amazon
switched to the agency model. Beginning May 28, 2010,
Penguin sold e-books at Amazon exclusively on the agency
model.

3

Source
Citation

Noll Reply
Report3 at 3031; Ex. 20; Ex.
21

Noll Reply
Report at 30-32;
Ex. 22; Ex. 23.

Noll Reply
Report at 30,
32; Ex. 24; Ex.
25; Ex. 26

“Noll Reply Report” refers to the Reply Declaration of Roger G. Noll, filed Under Seal,
Dec. 18, 2013.
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Undisputed. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is improper
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See Apple’s response
to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
No dispute as to the fact. Class Plaintiffs note that reliance on
the Noll Reply Report is proper because Apple had an
opportunity to reply to any opinions that it could not have
anticipated.
“When the iPad went on sale and the iBookstore went live in
Order at 691
early April 2010 (or shortly thereafter, in the case of
Penguin), each of the Publisher Defendants used their new
pricing authority to raise the prices of their e-books overnight
and substantially.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
“Just as Apple expected, after the iBookstore opened in April Order at 682
2010, the price caps in the Agreements became the new retail
prices for the Publisher Defendants’ e-books. In the five
months that followed, the Publisher Defendants collectively
priced 85.7% of their New Release titles sold through
Amazon and 92.1% of their New Release titles sold through
Apple within 1% of the price caps. This was also true for
99.4% of the NYT Bestseller titles on Apple’s iBookstore,
and 96.8% of NYT Bestsellers sold through Amazon. The
increases at Amazon within roughly two weeks of moving to
agency amounted to an average per unit e-book retail price
increase of 14.2% for their New Releases, 42.7% for their
NYT Bestsellers, and 18.6% across all of the Publisher
Defendants’ e-books.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Finding necessary to the Court’s conclusion that
“the negotiations over the price ‘caps’ were actually
negotiations over ultimate e-book prices.” Order at 669.
Without an understanding of how the conspiracy worked, the
Court could not have concluded that it existed.
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Undisputed Facts
“[T]he rise in trade e-book prices to or close to the price caps
established in the Agreements was large and essentially
simultaneous.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Finding necessary to the Court’s conclusion that
“the negotiations over the price ‘caps’ were actually
negotiations over ultimate e-book prices.” Order at 669.
Without an understanding of how the conspiracy worked, the
Court could not have concluded that it existed.
“[Chart A],4 prepared by one of Apple’s experts, illustrates
this sudden and uniform price increase. While the average
prices for Random House’s e-books hovered steadily around
$8, for four of the Publisher Defendants, the price increases
occurred at the opening of the iBookstore; Penguin’s price
increases awaited the execution of its agency agreement with
Amazon and followed within a few weeks. The bottom flat
line represents the average prices of non-major publishers”
who did not participate in the conspiracy.
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The
characterization of the facts is also not supported by cited
admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Additionally, the finding accurately characterizes a judicial
admission by Apple. Conclusory statement that the finding is
“not supported by cited admissible evidence” does not
adequately put into dispute the underlying evidence. See
sources cited supra p. 1.

4

Source
Citation
Order at 693

Order at 682;
see also Ex. 27

Charts A, B, and C are attached to Appendix A in Class Plaintiffs’ opening Statement of
Undisputed Facts and are taken from Apple, 952 F. Supp. 2d at 682-84.
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Undisputed Facts
“The Publisher Defendants raised more than the prices of just
New Release e-books. The prices of some of their New
Release hardcover books were also raised in order to move
the e-book version into a correspondingly higher price tier.
And, all of the Publisher Defendants raised the prices of their
backlist e-books, which were not governed by the
Agreements’ price tier regimen. As [Apple] had anticipated,
the Publisher Defendants did this in order to make up for
some of the revenue lost from their sales of New Release ebooks.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“[P]rices not covered by pricing tiers in the agency
agreements rose relatively more (from pre-agency to postagency) compared to prices that were covered by price tiers.”
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “irrelevant,” or the like do not put
fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper v. City of New Rochelle, 925
F. Supp. 2d 588, 602 (S.D.N.Y. 2013); Med. Billers Network,
543 F. Supp. 2d at 303.
“[Charts B and C], one prepared by the Plaintiffs’ expert and
another from an expert for Apple, respectively, compare the
price increases for the Publisher Defendants’ New Releases
with the price increases for their backlist books. Despite
drawing from different time periods, their conclusions are
very similar. The Publisher Defendants used the change to an
agency method for distributing their e-books as an
opportunity to raise the prices for their e-books across the
board.”
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Undisputed Facts
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The
characterization of the facts is also not supported by cited
admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding. Additionally, the finding accurately characterizes a
judicial admission by Apple. Conclusory statement that the
finding is “not supported by cited admissible evidence” does
not adequately put into dispute the underlying evidence. See
sources cited supra p. 1.
“Through the vehicle of the Apple agency agreements, the
prices in the nascent e-book industry shifted upward, in some
cases 50% or more for an individual title”.
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of
a conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see,
e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a
necessary finding.
“[T]he actions taken by Apple and the Publisher Defendants
led to an increase in the price of e-books. After all, the
Publisher Defendants accounted for roughly 50% of the trade
e-book market in April 2010, and it is undisputed that they
raised the prices for not only their New Release but also their
backlist e-books substantially.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of
a conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see,
e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a
necessary finding.
Before the conspiracy, retail e-book prices had been
declining. Average retail prices for Publisher Defendants’ ebooks fell from $8.83 in October 2009 to $8.28 in March
2010. In February 2010, the average retail price was $8.13,
the lowest price since at least February 2008, the first month
for which the parties have data. Average retail prices for ebooks from all publishers fell from $8.26 to $7.66 over that
time period. The $7.66 average price in March 2010 was the
lowest since at least February 2008.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous. Admitted as to the data, but the
characterization of the facts is inconsistent with the evidence
and is disputed.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to the
issue of antitrust injury.
In April 2010, when the iPad launched, the average retail
price for Publisher Defendants’ e-books rose from $8.28 to
$9.38. This was higher than the average retail price had been
for Publisher Defendants in any month in the past two years.
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, Inc., 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant
to the issue of antitrust injury.

5

Source
Citation

Demana Decl.,5
Ex. B; Ex. 29

Demana Decl.,
Ex. B

“Demana Decl.” refers to the Declaration of Christine Demana, filed Under Seal, Nov. 15,
2013.
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Undisputed Facts
Between February 2008 and March 2010, average retail prices
for Publisher Defendants’ e-books ranged from $8.13 to
$8.84. Between April 2010 and March 2012, the last month
for which the parties have data, average retail prices for
Publisher Defendants’ e-books ranged from $9.38 to $10.25.
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to the
issue of antitrust injury.
Before April 2010, average retail prices for Publisher
Defendants’ e-books were never more than $0.67 higher
(7.9%) than average retail prices for all publishers’ e-books.
From April 2010 through March 2012, average retail prices
for Publisher Defendants’ e-books were always at least $1.21
higher (13%) than average retail prices for all publishers’ ebooks, and were as much as $2.91 higher (28.4%).
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to the
issue of antitrust injury.
Between March and April 2010, the average retail price
change of Random House e-books was 0.0%. In that same
month, the average retail price change for other nondefendant publishers’ e-books was -0.2%.
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is
improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See Apple’s
response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.

6

Source
Citation
Demana Decl.,
Ex. B

Demana Decl.,
Ex. B

Noll Reply
Report. at 22;
Ex. 11 at Charts
13 and 156

Chart 13 is titled “Random House Distribution of Price Changes Pre-Agency to Post-Switch
(% of Units in Post-Switch Week) All Titles, Weeks Ending March 20th and April 17th,” and
Chart 15 is titled “Distribution of Price Changes Pre-Agency to Post-Switch of Non-major
Publishers (% of Units in Post-Switch Week) All Titles, Weeks Ending March 20th and April
17th.”
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Undisputed Facts
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to the
issue of antitrust injury and the Daubert motion against Dr.
Kalt.
In April and May 2010, between 96.8% and 98.3% of
Penguin e-books that were sold at Amazon were priced higher
at Apple and Barnes & Noble. On average, titles that were
priced higher were $1.67 higher at Barnes & Noble than
Amazon in April and $1.70 higher in May. On average, titles
that were priced higher were $2.00 higher at the iBookstore
than Amazon in both April and May.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is
improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See Apple’s
response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to the
issue of antitrust injury and the Daubert motion against Dr.
Kalt.
The average retail price of the Publisher Defendants’ e-books
increased for the entire two-year period after the agency
agreements went into effect because of Publisher Defendants’
move to the agency model.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous and the conclusion is not supported by
the cited evidence.
Apple does not specifically controvert the fact with citations
to admissible evidence and therefore has admitted it. See,
e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Conclusory statements
that findings are “vague,” “ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not
put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602;
Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Relevant to
calculation of damages.
“Viewed from any perspective, Apple’s conduct led to higher
consumer prices for e-books.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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Plaintiffs’
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Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed and that the goal of the conspiracy was
price-fixing. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the
conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy
existed). Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of
a conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard, (see,
e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a
necessary finding.
The average agency effect was no less than 14.9 percent.

Vague and ambiguous as to the meaning of “agency effect.”
Also, irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
The “average agency effect” does not take into account
changes in e-book prices that would have occurred in the butfor world. Disputed by Dr. Kalt. Dr. Kalt opines that e-book
prices increased as a result of lawful increased competition
among e-readers which has not been accounted for, and
further that agency marketing can result in a decline in some
e-book prices.
Conclusory statements that findings are “vague,”
“ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not put fact in dispute. See,
e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602; Med. Billers Network,
543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Evidence cited by Apple is
inadmissible for the reasons stated in Class Plaintiffs’
Daubert motions. Relevant to calculation of damages.
The conspiracy caused overcharges to e-book consumers of
$280,254,374.
Disputed by Kalt, Orzag [sic] expert reports, as well as
objections to Noll report and opinions expressed in motion to
exclude his report, and issues raised in, inter alia, Professor
Noll’s deposition. Reliance on the Noll Reply Report is
improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See Apple’s
response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
Evidence cited by Apple is inadmissible for the reasons stated
in Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions. Relevant to calculation
of damages. General citation to “objections to Noll report”
and “motion to exclude his report” and “issues raised in, inter
alia, Professor Noll’s deposition” are “entirely lacking in
particularity and directed to the entirety of the record” and do
not suffice to controvert the fact. Halebian, 869 F. Supp. 2d
at 443 n.24.
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Ex. 1 at
2298:21-24; Ex.
14, ¶ 10; Ex. 15,
¶ 158; Ex. 17, ¶
125 (Orszag
Report); Ex. 18;
Noll Reply
Decl. at Ex. 2
Dkt. 538 [Kalt
Sur-Reply
Decl.] ¶¶ 88-89;
Richman Decl.
Ex. I [Kalt
Decl.] at ¶¶ 8889

Noll Reply
Report at 17 &
Ex. 2
Dkt. 538 ¶¶ 8889; Richman
Decl., Ex. A
[Corrected
Orszag Decl.]
¶¶ 28-41
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Undisputed Facts
“[E]ach of the Publisher Defendants lost sales of e-books due
to the price increases.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that the
Publisher Defendants’ conduct was against their independent
interests and thus indicative of conspiracy. See, e.g., Order at
692 (“As significantly, unless the Publisher Defendants joined
forces and together forced Amazon onto the agency model,
their expected loss of revenue would not be offset by the
achievement of their ultimate goal: the protection of book
value.”) Finding necessary to the Court’s conclusion that the
conspiracy had no procompetitive effects. See, e.g., Order at
694 (“[T]he Publisher Defendants sold fewer e-books than
they otherwise would have done. For this and many other
reasons, if it were necessary to evaluate Apple’s conduct
under the rule of reason, Plaintiffs have carried their burden to
show a violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act under that
test as well.”).
The loss of sales that would have occurred in the but-for
world is a “loss of consumer welfare.”
Incomplete and misleading. Any loss of sales in the but-for
world was offset by benefits to consumers resulting from the
transition to agency. E.g., Richman Decl., Ex. A, § VI-VII.
And some portion of Apple’s sales would have been lost in
the but-for world. Dkt. 541, App’x D. Additionally, Dr. Noll’s
opinion as to price increases that supposedly caused lost sales
is disputed in the Orzsag and Kalt expert reports, as well as in
objections to Noll report and opinions expressed in the motion
to exclude his report, and issues raised in, inter alia, Professor
Noll’s deposition.
Apple does not actually controvert the fact and therefore
admits it. Evidence cited by Apple is inadmissible for the
reasons stated in Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions. Relevant
to calculation of damages. General citation to “objections to
Noll report” and “motion to exclude his report” and “issues
raised in, inter alia, Professor Noll’s deposition” are “entirely
lacking in particularity and directed to the entirety of the
record” and do not suffice to controvert the fact. Halebian,
869 F. Supp. 2d at 443 n.24.
“[T]he arrival of the iBookstore brought less price
competition and higher prices.”

Source
Citation
Order at 685

Noll Decl.7 at
12-13
Richman Decl.
Ex. A §§ VIVII; Dkt. 541
[Orszag SurReply Decl.],
App’x D; Dkt.
538 ¶¶ 87-89

Order at 708

“Noll Decl.” refers to the Corrected Declaration of Roger Noll, Oct. 21, 2013, ECF No.

428.
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*
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Reply

63.

*

Apple’s
Response
Plaintiffs’
Reply

Undisputed Facts
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed, that the conspiracy violated the rule of
reason, and to the Court’s rejection of Apple’s interpretation
of key facts in the trial. Moreover, the plausibility and
“economic sense” of a conspiracy determines the applicable
legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and
is therefore a necessary finding.
“[T]here is no basis to find based on the trial record that
Apple ever had reason to fear that the Publisher[]
[Defendants] would use their power over retail pricing to
lower prices anywhere.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that Apple
understood it was entering into a price-fixing conspiracy, and
to the Court’s rejection of Apple’s interpretation of key facts
in the trial. Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
“[C]onsumers suffered in a variety of ways from this scheme
to eliminate retail price competition and to raise e-book
prices. Some consumers had to pay more for e-books; others
bought a cheaper e-book rather than the one they preferred to
purchase; and it can be assumed that still others deferred a
purchase altogether rather than pay the higher price.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy occurred and that its goal was price-fixing. See
Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the conspiracy succeeded”
as evidence that the conspiracy existed). Moreover, the
plausibility and “economic sense” of a conspiracy determines
the applicable legal standard (see, e.g., Publ’n Paper., 690
F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary finding.
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65.

Undisputed Facts
The Publisher Defendants all continued selling e-books
exclusively on the agency model until at least May 21, 2012.
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Response
Plaintiffs’
Reply
*

Apple’s
Response
Plaintiffs’
Reply

66.
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*

Apple’s
Response

Mem. in Supp.
of Prelim.
Approval of
Settlements,
App’x A-C §
IV.B, Texas v.
Penguin Grp.
(USA) Inc., No.
12-cv-6625,
(S.D.N.Y. Sept.
13, 2012), ECF
No. 11; United
States v. Apple,
Inc., 889 F.
Supp. 2d 623,
629 (S.D.N.Y.
2012)

Undisputed.
No dispute.
One “strategy that Publisher Defendants adopted in 2009 to
Order at 651
combat Amazon’s $9.99 pricing was the delayed release or
‘withholding’ of the e-book versions of New Releases, a
practice that was also called ‘windowing.’”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that the
conspiracy existed. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Failure of the pre-Apple stages of the conspiracy was
critical to the Court’s conclusion that the Publisher
Defendants recognized the need for collusion and therefore
entered into a conspiracy.
“In order for the tactic of windowing to succeed, the
Order at 652
Publisher[] [Defendants] knew they needed to act together.
That several Publisher[] [Defendants] synchronized the
adoption and announcement of their windowing strategies
was thus no mere coincidence.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
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68.

*

Apple’s
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that the
conspiracy existed. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Existence of the pre-Apple stages of the conspiracy
was critical to the Court’s conclusion that the Publisher
Defendants recognized the need for collusion and therefore
entered into a conspiracy.
“[T]here is no reason to find that windowing would have
Order at 702
become widespread, long-lasting, or effective. Indeed, the
Publishers (as well as Apple) realized that the delayed release
of e-books was a foolish and even dangerous idea.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
joined the conspiracy and that the conspiracy had no
procompetitive effects. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Failure of the pre-Apple stages of the conspiracy was
critical to the Court’s conclusion that the Publisher
Defendants recognized the need for collusion and therefore
entered into a conspiracy. Lack of a realistic possibility of
windowing was critical to the Court’s conclusion that Apple’s
conduct was not merely motivated by desire to avoid
windowing on iBookstore and to the rule of reason analysis.
“[T]here was never any threat (before Apple encouraged one) Order at 702
to withhold all e-books. Many of the Publisher Defendants’
most popular books were not, nor were they slated to be,
windowed. . . .”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
joined the conspiracy and the conspiracy had no
procompetitive effects. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. Failure of the pre-Apple stages of the conspiracy was
critical to the Court’s conclusion that the Publisher
Defendants recognized the need for collusion and therefore
entered into a conspiracy. Lack of a realistic possibility of
windowing was critical to the Court’s rejection of Apple’s
argument that it was merely motivated by desire to avoid
windowing on iBookstore and to the Court’s rule of reason
analysis.
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71.

*
Apple’s
Response

Undisputed Facts
“Without the collective action that Apple nurtured, it is
unlikely any individual Publisher would have succeeded in
unilaterally imposing an agency relationship on Amazon.”
Evidentiary findings not necessary for the Judgment and
therefore inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The asserted
facts are also not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that a
conspiracy existed. Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed. See, e.g., Order at 670 (the “entire [conspiracy] was
shaped by the Publisher[] [Defendants’] desire to raise the
price of e-books being sold through Amazon”). The finding
was critical to the Court’s rejection of Apple’s argument that
there was no conspiracy because the Publisher Defendants
could move Amazon to agency without a conspiracy.
“While conceding that the prices for the Publisher
Defendants’ e-books went up after Apple opened the
iBookstore, Apple argued at trial that the opening of the
iBookstore actually led to an overall decline in trade e-book
prices during the two-year period that followed that event. Its
evidence was not persuasive. . . . The analysis presented by
the Plaintiffs’ experts as well as common sense lead
invariably to a finding that the actions taken by Apple and the
Publisher Defendants led to an increase in the price of ebooks.”
Findings not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. The findings are also not
supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that a
conspiracy existed, that the goal of the conspiracy was pricefixing, and that the conspiracy had no pro-competitive effects.
See, e.g., Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the conspiracy
succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy existed); Order at
694 (citing the “rise in prices” as evidence that “Plaintiffs
have carried their burden to show a violation of Section 1 of
the Sherman Act under [the rule of reason] test”).
“Apple has not shown that the execution of the Agreements
had any pro-competitive effects.”
Finding not necessary for the Judgment, and decided under a
different burden of proof, and therefore inappropriate for
collateral estoppel. Disputed by Apple’s evidence at trial in
DOJ action and by Orszag Report.
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74.

Undisputed Facts
Necessary foundation to the Court’s rule of reason analysis.
Decided under the same burden of proof, as explained in the
Joint Reply Mem. of Law in Supp. of State Pls.’ & Class Pls.’
Mots. to Exclude the Expert Ops. Offered by Apple’s Expert
Jonathan Orszag (“Pls.’ Orszag Daubert Reply”) at 6-7.
General citation to “Apple’s evidence at trial in DOJ action”
is “entirely lacking in particularity and directed to the entirety
of the record” and does not suffice to controvert the fact.
Halebian, 869 F. Supp. 2d at 443 n.24. Mr. Orszag’s report is
inadmissible for the reasons stated in Plaintiffs’ Daubert
motions.
“The pro-competitive effects to which Apple has pointed,
including its launch of the iBookstore, the technical novelties
of the iPad, and the evolution of digital publishing more
generally, are phenomena that are independent of the
Agreements and therefore do not demonstrate any procompetitive effects flowing from the Agreements.”
Finding not necessary for the Judgment and decided under a
different burden of proof and therefore inappropriate for
collateral estoppel. Disputed by Apple’s evidence at trial in
DOJ action.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s rule of reason analysis.
Decided under the same burden of proof, as explained in the
Joint Reply Mem. of Law in Supp. of State Pls.’ & Class Pls.’
Mots. to Exclude the Expert Ops. Offered by Apple’s Expert
Jonathan Orszag (“Pls.’ Orszag Daubert Reply”) at 6-7.
General citation to “Apple’s evidence at trial in DOJ action”
is “entirely lacking in particularity and directed to the entirety
of the record” and does not suffice to controvert the fact.
Halebian, 869 F. Supp. 2d at 443 n.24. Mr. Orszag’s report is
inadmissible for the reasons stated in Plaintiffs’ Daubert
motions.
“The iBookstore was not an essential feature of the iPad, and
the iPad Launch would have occurred without any
iBookstore.”
Findings not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Undisputed that the iPad
launch would have occurred without an iBookstore.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusion that Apple
participated in the conspiracy and to the Court’s rule of
reason analysis. From Apple’s response, there does not
appear to be any dispute as to the stated fact.
E-books would have been available on the iPad whether or
not Apple launched an iBookstore.
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*
Apple’s
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Vague and ambiguous, speculative. Undisputed that Apple
would have been willing to permit e-book apps to be offered
on the iPad on a non-discriminatory basis, assuming
appropriate agreements could have been reached, but
disputed, based on the expert opinions of Kalt and Orszag,
that the but-for world would have included all the e-books
available as a result of the competition brought about by
Apple’s entry.
Evidence cited by Apple does not actually controvert the fact;
therefore, Apple has admitted it. Conclusory statements that
findings are “vague” or “incomplete” do not put fact in
dispute. See, e.g. Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at
303.
“Apple violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act by conspiring
with the Publisher Defendants to eliminate retail price
competition and to raise e-book prices.”
Apple incorporates by reference its response to Proposed
Finding 76, infra, and otherwise objects to any additional
finding beyond that in Proposed Finding 76 that “Apple
participated in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing
conspiracy . . . a per se violation of the Sherman Act” as
unnecessary to the Judgment.
Necessary identification of the conduct that the Court found
to violate the Sherman Act and necessary to the Court’s
conclusion that the conspiracy was a per se violation of the
Sherman Act.
“Apple participated in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing
conspiracy . . . a per se violation of the Sherman Act.”
Apple disagrees with the Court’s finding and denies that it
violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act. However, it is
admitted that the Court’s finding is applicable to this action
under principles of collateral estoppel, subject to Apple’s
right to vacate the finding, and any related judgment, if the
underlying judgment is reversed on appeal.
No dispute.

E.g., Richman
Decl., Ex. A ¶¶
104-110;
Richman Decl.,
Ex. I ¶¶ 97-99

Order at 691

Order at 694

“Plaintiffs have carried their burden to show a violation of
Order at 694
Section 1 of the Sherman Act under [the rule of reason] test as
well.”
Finding not necessary for the Judgment and decided under a
different burden of proof and therefore inappropriate for
collateral estoppel. Disputed by evidence at trial in DOJ
action.
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*

Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Alternative holding appropriate for collateral estoppel. See,
e.g., Purdy v. Zeldes, 337 F.3d 253, 258 n.6 (2d Cir. 2003)
(“In this Circuit, each of two alternative, independent grounds
for a prior holding is given effect for collateral estoppel
purposes.”). General citation to “evidence at trial in DOJ
action” is “entirely lacking in particularity and directed to the
entirety of the record” and does not suffice to controvert the
fact. Halebian, 869 F. Supp. 2d at 443 n.24.
“Apple knowingly and intentionally participated in and
Order at 697
facilitated a horizontal conspiracy to eliminate retail price
competition and raise the retail prices of e-books. Apple made
a conscious commitment to join a scheme with the Publisher
Defendants to raise the prices of e-books.”
Apple incorporates by reference its response to Proposed
Finding 76, and otherwise objects to any additional finding
beyond that in Proposed Finding 76 that “Apple participated
in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing conspiracy . . . a
per se violation of the Sherman Act” as unnecessary to the
Judgment. The additional findings are also not supported by
cited admissible evidence.
Necessary identification of the conduct that the Court found
to violate the Sherman Act and necessary foundation to the
Court’s conclusion that the conspiracy was a per se violation
of the Sherman Act.
“Apple was a knowing and active member of that conspiracy. Order at 691
Apple not only willingly joined the conspiracy, but also
forcefully facilitated it.”
Apple incorporates by reference its response to Proposed
Undisputed Fact 76, and otherwise objects to any additional
finding beyond that in Proposed Finding 76 that “Apple
participated in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing
conspiracy . . . a per se violation of the Sherman Act” as
unnecessary to the Judgment. The additional findings are also
not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary identification of the conduct that the Court found
to violate the Sherman Act and necessary foundation to the
Court’s conclusions that the conspiracy was a per se violation
of the Sherman Act and that Apple participated in the
conspiracy.
“Understanding that no one Publisher could risk acting alone Order at 700
in an attempt to take pricing power away from Amazon,
Apple created a mechanism and environment that enabled
[the Publisher Defendants] to act together in a matter of
weeks to eliminate all retail price competition for their ebooks. The evidence is overwhelming that Apple knew of the
unlawful aims of the conspiracy and joined that conspiracy
with the specific intent to help it succeed.”
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Undisputed Facts
Apple incorporates by reference its response to Proposed
Undisputed Fact 76 , and otherwise objects to any additional
finding beyond that in Proposed Undisputed Fact 76 that
“Apple participated in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing
conspiracy . . . a per se violation of the Sherman Act” as
unnecessary to the Judgment. The additional findings are also
not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary identification of the conduct that the Court found
to violate the Sherman Act and necessary foundation to the
Court’s conclusions that the conspiracy was a per se violation
of the Sherman Act and that Apple participated in the
conspiracy. Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
“Apple did not want to compete with Amazon on price and
proposed to the Publisher[] [Defendants] a method through
which both Apple and the Publisher[] [Defendants] could
each achieve their goals. Apple was an essential member of
the charged conspiracy and was fully complicit in the scheme
to raise e-book prices even though the Publisher Defendants
also had their own roles to play.”
Apple incorporates by reference its response to Proposed
Undisputed Fact 76, and otherwise objects to any additional
finding beyond that in Proposed Undisputed Fact 76 that
“Apple participated in and facilitated a horizontal price-fixing
conspiracy . . . a per se violation of the Sherman Act” as
unnecessary to the Judgment. The additional findings are also
not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Necessary identification of the conduct that the Court found
to violate the Sherman Act and necessary foundation to the
Court’s conclusions that the conspiracy was a per se violation
of the Sherman Act and that Apple participated in the
conspiracy. Without an understanding of how the conspiracy
worked, the Court could not have concluded that it existed.
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“[T]he actions taken by Apple and the Publisher Defendants
led to an increase in the price of e-books.”
Finding not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Vague and ambiguous.
Disputed by evidence at trial in DOJ action.
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that Apple
participated in the conspiracy, that the goal of the conspiracy
was price-fixing, and that the conspiracy violated the rule of
reason. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact that the conspiracy
succeeded” as evidence that the conspiracy existed).
Moreover, the plausibility and “economic sense” of a
conspiracy determines the applicable legal standard (see, e.g.,
Publ’n Paper., 690 F.3d at 63), and is therefore a necessary
finding.
“[T]he Agreements did not promote competition, but
Order at 694
destroyed it. The Agreements compelled the Publisher
Defendants to move Amazon and other retailers to an agency
model for the distribution of e-books, removed the ability of
retailers to set the prices of their e-books and compete with
each other on price, relieved Apple of the need to compete on
price, and allowed the Publisher Defendants to raise the prices
for their e-books, which they promptly did on both New
Releases and [NYT] Bestsellers as well as backlist titles.”
Findings not necessary for the Judgment and therefore
inappropriate for collateral estoppel. Disputed by evidence at
trial in DOJ action.
Necessary foundation to the Court’s conclusions that the goal
of the conspiracy was price-fixing and that the conspiracy
violated the rule of reason. See Order at 703 (citing “the fact
that the conspiracy succeeded” as evidence that the
conspiracy existed). Without an understanding of how the
conspiracy worked, the Court could not have concluded that it
existed.
Smashwords offered a royalty rate of 85% to self-publishing
Noll Reply
e-book authors at least as early as 2009.
Report at 50
n.18;
http://www.idea
log.com/blog/id
eas-triggeredby-amazonbuyinglexcycle/
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Unsupported by admissible evidence. Reliance on the Noll
Reply Report is improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule
56(d). See Apple’s response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
Also incomplete and misleading. Smashwords, a publisher
and distributor of self-published books, offered an 85%
royalty only for books sold through its own website, which
constituted less than 10% of its overall sales. Dkt. 541 ¶¶ 6566.
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Undisputed Facts
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s objection that the fact is
“[u]nsupported by admissible evidence” is incorrect as to the
Noll Reply Report and irrelevant as to the website link;
evidence supporting summary judgment motion need not be
“in an admissible form on the motion” so long as it “presents
the type of facts that could be introduced in an admissible
form at trial.” In re 650 5th Ave., No. 08-cv-10934, 2013 WL
5178677, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 16, 2013). Indeed, Apple
itself proffers links to websites as support for its Response to
Class Plaintiffs’ Statement of Undisputed Facts. See supra,
¶ 8. Apple’s additional facts do not affect the truth of the
proposed finding. Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’
Daubert motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and
therefore to injury and damages.
Lulu offered a royalty rate of 80% to self-publishing e-book
authors at least as early as 2008.

Source
Citation

Noll Reply
Report at 50
n.18;http://lulup
resscenter.com/
uploads/assets/P
ress_Kit_908.pd
f
Dkt. 541 ¶¶ 6566

Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Unsupported by admissible evidence. Reliance on the Noll
Reply Report is improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule
56(d). See Apple’s response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
Apple does not controvert the fact and has therefore admitted
it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s
objection that the fact is “[u]nsupported by admissible
evidence” is incorrect as to the Noll Reply Report and
irrelevant as to the website link; evidence supporting
summary judgment motion need not be “in an admissible
form on the motion” so long as it “presents the type of facts
that could be introduced in an admissible form at trial.” 650
5th Ave., 2013 WL 5178677, at *4. Indeed, Apple itself
proffers links to websites as support for its Response to Class
Plaintiffs’ Statement of Undisputed Facts. See supra, ¶ 8.
Apple’s additional facts do not affect the truth of the proposed
finding. Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert
motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to
injury and damages.
As of 2009, self-publishing authors could get an effective
https://web.arch
42.5% royalty rate at Amazon.
ive.org/web/200
91213041703/ht
tp://www.smash
words.com/distr
ibution
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Undisputed Facts
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s objection that the fact is
“[u]nsupported by admissible evidence” is irrelevant;
evidence supporting summary judgment motion need not be
“in an admissible form on the motion” so long as it “presents
the type of facts that could be introduced in an admissible
form at trial.” 650 5th Ave., 2013 WL 5178677, at *4.
Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions
against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to injury and
damages.
As of December 10, 2009, Apple had not met with any
publishers and was not considering an agency model for ebooks.
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous. Admitted that prior to December 10,
2009, Apple was not contemplating an agency model for the
sale of e-books.
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s objection that the fact is
“[u]nsupported by admissible evidence” is irrelevant;
evidence supporting summary judgment motion need not be
“in an admissible form on the motion” so long as it “presents
the type of facts that could be introduced in an admissible
form at trial.” 650 5th Ave., 2013 WL 5178677, at *4.
Conclusory statements that findings are “vague,”
“ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not put fact in dispute. See,
e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602; Med. Billers Network,
543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Finding is relevant to Class
Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt
and therefore to injury and damages.
As of January 11, 2010, Amazon planned to announce new
terms for self-published authors on January 20, 2010.
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous as to the “new terms,” and not
supported by admissible evidence. Reliance on the Noll Reply
Report is improper pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 56(d). See
Apple’s response to Proposed Undisputed Fact 37.
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s objection that the fact is
“[u]nsupported by admissible evidence” is irrelevant;
evidence supporting summary judgment motion need not be
“in an admissible form on the motion” so long as it “presents
the type of facts that could be introduced in an admissible
form at trial.” 650 5th Ave., 2013 WL 5178677, at *4.
Conclusory statements that findings are “vague,”
“ambiguous,” or “irrelevant” do not put fact in dispute. See,
e.g., Cooper, 925 F. Supp. 2d at 602; Med. Billers Network,
543 F. Supp. 2d at 303. Finding is relevant to Class
Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt
and therefore to injury and damages.
Amazon first learned that Apple and the Publisher Defendants Order at 670;
were moving to an agency model on January 18, 2010.
Ex. 35 at
217:15-218:5
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion. Not
supported by cited admissible evidence and contradicted by
the proposed finding (No. 28) that agreements were entered
into after January 18, 20110.
Apple seems to misunderstand the fact. The proposed fact is
that January 18, 2010 is the date on which Amazon first
learned that Apple and the Publisher Defendants were moving
to an agency model, not that that is the date on which they so
moved. Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with
citation to evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g.,
Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Finding is relevant to Class
Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt
and therefore to injury and damages.
Apple did not announce any terms for self-publishing authors Ex. 17, ¶ 96
until May 2010, and did not release iBooks Author until
(Orszag
January 2012.
Report); Ex. 36
at 189:20-21;
Ex. 37
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’
Daubert motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and
therefore to injury and damages.
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Collateral
Estoppel
Findings
93.
Apple’s
Response
Plaintiffs’
Reply

94.
Apple’s
Response

Plaintiffs’
Reply

95.
Apple’s
Response
Plaintiffs’
Reply

Undisputed Facts
In 2009, “more than one million free public-domain titles”
were available from Sony, and more than “500,000 free
public domain titles” were available from Barnes & Noble.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion. Not
supported by cited admissible evidence.
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. The fact is supported by the cited
evidence. Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert
motions against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to
injury and damages.
When Apple launched the iBookstore, it included 30,000 free
public domain e-books from Project Gutenberg.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Incomplete and misleading. Apple’s iBookstore dramatically
expanded the supply of free e-books and a large number of
free titles available on Apple’s iBookstore were not available
on the Kindle Store. Richman Decl., Ex. A ¶¶ 106, 107.
Apple does not controvert the fact and has therefore admitted
it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s
additional facts do not affect the truth of the proposed finding.
Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions
against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to injury and
damages.
When Apple launched the iBookstore, the most frequently
downloaded e-books from the iBookstore were all public
domain Project Gutenberg e-books.
Irrelevant and immaterial to summary judgment motion.
Vague and ambiguous as to time period.
Apple does not controvert the fact and has therefore admitted
it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726 F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s
additional facts do not affect the truth of the proposed finding.
Conclusory statements that findings are “vague,” “irrelevant,”
or the like do not put fact in dispute. See, e.g., Cooper, 925 F.
Supp. 2d at 602; Med. Billers Network, 543 F. Supp. 2d at
303. Finding is relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions
against Mr. Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to injury and
damages.
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Undisputed Facts

Source
Citation

The Project Gutenberg e-books made available through the
iBookstore were all available to consumers prior to April
2010.
Irrelevant and immaterial to the summary judgment motion.
Not supported by cited admissible evidence.
Apple does not controvert the fact, let alone with citation to
evidence, and has therefore admitted it. See, e.g., Ezagui, 726
F. Supp. 2d at 285. Apple’s objection that the fact is not
supported by admissible evidence is irrelevant; evidence
supporting summary judgment motion need not be “in an
admissible form on the motion” so long as it “presents the
type of facts that could be introduced in an admissible form at
trial.” 650 5th Ave., 2013 WL 5178677, at *4. Finding is
relevant to Class Plaintiffs’ Daubert motions against Mr.
Orszag and Dr. Kalt and therefore to injury and damages.
Class Representatives Anthony Petru and Thomas Friedman
purchased one or more e-books from the Defendant
Publishers at supra-competitive prices caused by the
conspiracy.
Unsupported by admissible evidence. Plaintiffs
mischaracterize the cited declaration. Dr. Kalt’s analysis
addressed whether Noll’s modeling is reliable and not does
opine whether individual prices were “supra-competitive.”
Proposed fact is contingent on disposition of Class Plaintiffs’
motion to exclude Dr. Kalt’s testimony. If Dr. Kalt’s
testimony is excluded, there is no dispute that Messrs. Petru
and Friedman purchased one or more e-books from the
Defendant Publishers at supra-competitive prices caused by
the conspiracy.

http://www.gute
nberg.org/9

Kalt Sur-Reply
Decl.10 Fig. 6
Dkt. 538 ¶ 33
and n.38

9

The link that Class Plaintiffs provided in their original filing does not appear to be
compatible with all browsers. The above link should be more readily accessible, but may still
have problems in some browsers. The release dates for all Project Gutenberg books can be
viewed by entering the title of each book in the “search book catalog” dialogue box and then
selecting “Sort by Release Date.”
10

“Kalt Sur-Reply Decl.” refers to the Sur-Reply Declaration in Response to Reply
Declaration of Roger G. Noll and in Support of Defendant Apple Inc.’s Memorandum of Law in
Opposition to Class Plaintiffs’ Motion to Exclude Expert Opinions Offered by Dr. Joseph Kalt,
filed Under Seal, Jan. 21, 2014.
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Jeff D. Friedman (Pro Hac Vice)
Shana Scarlett (Pro Hac Vice)
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715 Hearst Avenue, Suite 202
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jefff@hbsslaw.com
shanas@hbsslaw.com
Kit A. Pierson (Pro Hac Vice)
Jeffrey Dubner (JD4545)
COHEN MILSTEIN SELLERS & TOLL PLLC
1100 New York Avenue, N.W.
South Tower, Suite 500
Washington, D.C. 20005
Telephone: (202) 408-4600
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Douglas Richards (JR6038)
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States Postal Service to the non-CM/ECF participants indicated on the Manual Notice List
generated by the CM/ECF system.
/s/ Steve W. Berman
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